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WYYS is a unique station in that it covers a wide variety of subjects and issues that 
concern residents of the immediate and surrounding listening area. Licensed in Streator, 
WYYS lends a great deal of focus on issues that concern the rural landscape as well as 
urban areas, in hopes that there is not an alienation of a group or groups of people and 
their varying lifestyles. 

Economy/Industry 

In an area with much land yet to be developed and the population continuing to grow, 
WYYS-FMfocuses on new opportunities for economic development and industrial growth 
throughout the region. With economic times being hard, WYYS-FM also kept listeners 
abreast with the closings of facilities as well. 

Broadcast reminders about fireworks and the times of area fireworks. 20 thirty second 
reminders aired at various times from July 1 through July 4. 

Youth Issues 

The education of the local population is ranked one of the most important issues of our 
population. 

Station personnel read to area children, at the Peru Mall on July 3, 10, and 17th. 45 30 
second reminders for children to come to the book promotion aired July 1st through July 
17th 

Health/Wellness 

The Station recognizes that health is an important component in today's society. More 
and more listeners are taking up healthy lifestyles. Of course, there are always health 
scares and concerns to cover as well. 

Broadcast 20 15 second promotional accouncements for an MS fund raiser the Peru 
Police are sponsoring. Ran at various times from 8/27-9/14 

Broadcast 40 30 second announcements promoting the American Cancer Society's Relay 
for Life. 40 announcements ran at various times from 7 /2-7 /21. Broadcast live a 2 hour 
remote from the Relay For Life in Mendota. Remote ran from noon to 2 on July 13 
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Aired 80 thirty second announcements promoting an Easter Seals Event, the Walk for 
Kids. Announcements aired at various times from 7115-8/3. 

Broadcast a 180 minute remote from the Easter Seals 5k run on August 3rd Talked to 
runners, walkers, organizers, and those affected by the disease. Broadcast ran from 7:30 
to 10:30 

Broadcast 66 promotional announcements, that ran at various times, promoting an Easter 
Seals Cardboard Regatta on the Illinois River. The 30 second announcements ran at 
various times from 8/12-8/20 

Aired 45 thirty second announcements promoting an Easter Seals Event, the Walk for 
Kids. Announcements aired at various times from 7 /15-8/3. 

Broadcast a 180 minute remote from the Easter Seals 5k run on August 3rd Talked to 
runners, walkers, organizers, and those affected by the disease. Broadcast ran from 7:30 
to 10:30 

Broadcast 24 promotional announcements, that ran at various times, promoting an Easter 
Seals Cardboard Regatta on the Illinois River. The 30 second announcements ran at 
various times from 8/12-8/20 

Broadcast 180 fifteen second announcements promoting a walk/run on September 14th 
promoting fitness. Cosponsored the event with a local hospital, IVCH. Announcements 
ran at various times from 8/3-9/14. Broadcast ran from 7:30 to 10 am on September 14th. 

Aired 80 thirty second announcements promoting seminars to prevention and treatment 
of Alzheimer's. Ran at various times from 8/19-9/12. Broadcast a 2 hour remote from 9 
to 11 oclock from the event on September 12th. 

Bridal Expo 

Once again, the station sponsored a Bridal Expo, in which area brides can be matched 
with businesses that are in business for this important day. 

Aired 200 reminders about Bridal Show from 9/1 through 9/14 promoting the Bridal 
Show 

Aired a 4 hour remote from noon to 4 pm at the Bridal Show on 9/15, and interviewed 
brides, parents, and business leaders in the bridal industry. 
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Employment 

With unemployment rates running at near historic local highs, gettingjobsfor those 
unemployed and underemployed is of critical concern. 

Sponsored a Job Fair. Ran 190 thirty second reminders at various times from 7110-8/22 
promoting the job fair and encouraging job seekers to come out. Broadcast a 2 hour 
remote from noon to 2 pm on August 22nct from the job fair. 

Severe Weather 

Severe weather can be a concern in the 3rd quarter - with fog, frost, thunderstorms, 
tonadoes, flooding, and hot weather all causing traffic, safety, and economic concerns. 

Severe thunderstorm warning broadcast from 5 to 7 pm on July 1st, with 15 thirty second 
reminders aired. 

Because of heat, schools dismissed early on September 9th and 10th. 45 sixty second 
announcements ran at various times from 5 am to 1 pm on both days. 

Poverty 

Poverty is an important issue, with one of the top unemployment rates in the state. 

Broadcast and sponsored an initiative to raise coats for kids for the upcoming Winter 
Season. Broadcast 35 thirty second reminders to drop off coats at local McDonald's from 
9/18-9/30. 

Broadcast a 2 hour remote at McDonald's in Peru promoting the Coats for Kids drive. 
Remote aired from Noon to 2 on 9/18 


